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QUALITY
EQUIPMENT IS AT
THE HEART OF
WHAT WE DO.
We are proud to be an official partner for the

Service & Support

industry's leading manufacturers.
Our network of approved specialist
With over 20 years of experience working in

engineers provide all aspects of machine

the coffee industry, our team are perfectly

care from full service maintenance to

positioned to be able to consult on your

reactive callouts, simple repairs, spare part

needs and build bespoke packages to suit all

replacements and installations.

budgets, business types and aesthetic
preferences, ensuring that our customers

Once you are up and running our in-house

have the perfect solution for creating world

technical support is always here for you. All

class coffee.

our machines are provided with instruction
manuals that address the most common

Our range has been kept purposefully small

minor issues and frequently asked questions,

and considered, fostering relationships with

including details about cleaning tasks and

only the best manufacturers to ensure we

maintenance.

can offer you the the finest solutions the
industry has to offer.

Leasing

We also carry a range of grinders, filter

We want to help you invest in the best

brewers, hot water boilers and accessories to
ensure that we have everything you need to
start making exceptional coffee from day
one. We only supply equipment we have first
hand experience using and trust to stand up
to the demanding conditions of a busy cafe
environment and have been thoroughly

quality kit without compromise, which is why
we offer a flexible ‘lease to buy’ service to our
wholesale customers via our partnership
with Oakfield Leasing, a specialist leasing
company based in Altrincham. Lease to buy
means paying an agreed, fixed monthly
repayment on our products, and at the end

quality checked in our training room.

of the contract you own them outright.

Showroom

Getting in touch

Located just a stone's throw away from

If you would like to find out more details

Manchester Victoria train station in the city

about our lease to buy scheme, request a

centre, our showroom is designed to give

quotation, or require specification sheets for

you the opportunity for hands on experience

any of our product range, please get in touch

with our machines before you buy and

at: info@blossomcoffee.co.uk

serves as our home in Manchester to
welcome wholesale partners and customers.
Please note that visits are by appointment
only.
www.blossomcoffee.co.uk

Hand-built in Seattle, Slayer machines are
known worldwide for their signature style,
excellent build quality, and of course, their
unique and rewarding approach to espresso
brewing. We feel these are machines for the
coffee curious, those who want to explore
the endless possibilities of espresso and who
want to showcase the wide spectrum of taste
in speciality coffee.
"I have always admired the beauty of Slayer
espresso machines but have only recently
discovered how amazing they really are in

Slayer Espresso Single Group

reality! Since I have started brewing on
Slayer espresso machines, I have genuinely
been consistently brewing the best espresso
I ever have been able to, and every coffee I
try is is elevated to levels I didn’t realise
possible.”
Dan Fellows
Double World Coffee in Good Spirits
Champion & UK Barista Champion
You can view the full range of Slayer
equipment here.
Slayer Espresso Single Group
Slayer Steam LPx

handmade in florence

Adorning the counters of some of the best
restaurants, cafes and bars around the world,
these intuitive machines are built for baristas
who want to serve coffee consistently and at
all volumes. La Marzocco are at the heart of
the coffee community, whether thats from
developing new technology such as built in
scales and "straight in" portafilter technology
or from the workhorse machines serving
thousands of coffees a day without skipping
a beat.
"La Marzocco’s purpose is to apply our 93+

Linea Classic

years collective experience and passion to
produce the finest specialty coffee
equipment, providing uncompromised
experiences and allowing end users to build
businesses of longevity and impact."
Jesse Dodkins
LM Sales Coordinator, UK & Ireland

You can view the full range of La Marzocco
equipment here.

Linea Classic

Modbar Espresso AV

true espresso with a touch

Speciality coffee is not often synonymous
with super automatic machines. For a long
time this side of the industry lagged behind
and felt dominated by machines that
produced a poor quality cup of coffee
against what we could produce with a more
traditional machine.
Eversys have changed the game. With the
ability to "dial in" coffees, ensuring the coffee
is made to an exacting recipe, these
machines are perfect for fast service
environments, areas where staff of all ability

Enigma Super Traditional

will be required to make and serve coffee
and those tight on counter space.
"We knew that coffee would be a great
opportunity for us, but we struggled to find a
solution that had everything we needed. The
Eversys e’series ticked every box."
James Drakeo
Operations Manager Hotel Chocolat
You can
view
the full
Enigma
Super
Traditional

range of Eversys

equipment here.
Cameo X Limited Edition

